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HCAOG RTP UPDATE “VROOM 2022-2042” 
PUBLIC & AGENCY COMMENTS on RTP DRAFTS (chronological) 

 
date 

received 
issue/ 
element 

comment 

1/11/21 PT – 
amenities 

From: Siena Klein 
Date: Mon, Jan 11, 2021 
Subject: Re: Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Draft: climate/GHG targets 
 
Hi Oona, this is good.  People from SoHum like to shop up north, as you know.  If there was a 
transit center with lockers and some security we could store our purchases until we took the bus 
home.   Santa Cruz had that over 30 years ago.  Not sure if they do now but it would be interesting 
to know. 
 

1/11/21 PT, AT 
(Ferndale) 

From: Thea Stewart 
Date: Mon, Jan 11, 2021 at 5:24 PM 
Subject: Re: Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Draft: climate/GHG targets 
To: Oona Smith  
 
I am visually impaired, unable to drive and  wish we had a bus system to take us too and 
from Ferndale. 
Approximately a year and a half ago a student from HSU(who does not drive) was 
asking me how to get to Ferndale.  I explained that there is no taxi service and it is a 
LONG walk to town.  I mentioned that you could ride a bike, but it is NOT SAFE going 
over the narrow bridge. 
  
I think transportation can and should be improved on. 
  
                                                                       Sincerely:  Thea Stewart 

1/14/21 GHG From: Colin Fiske,  CRTP 
Date: Thu, Jan 14, 2021 at 12:44 PM 
Subject: Re: Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Draft: climate/GHG targets 
To: oona smith 
 
Thanks again for all your work on this, and for your continued openness to all of the 
feedback from CRTP and other stakeholders! I'm very excited about the direction this is 
going, and I think it will lead to a vastly improved RTP. That said, I do have a few 
additional comments on the table: 

1. For the first bullet under the EV Charging Stations target, I appreciate the caveat that 
adjustments will be made for over-sized parking lots. Building on that, I would 
suggest that a specific note be made that one acceptable strategy for reaching the 
target is to reduce the number of parking spaces overall. 

2. Under "Efficiency & Practicality in Locating New Housing," target (ii), I would suggest 
defining "buildable parcels." I appreciate that infill is explicitly called out, but I also 
think that it would be wise to specify that this includes parcels that already have 
structures on them but could be densified (e.g., ADUs, lot splits, or even demolition 
and building taller structures). 

3. Under "Efficiency & Practicality in Locating New Housing," target (iv), I recommend 
changing the target from no new housing contributes to a net increase in per capita 
VMT to the more ambitious "all new housing contributes to a countywide reduction in 
per capita VMT." OPR recommends 15% below per capita existing VMT as the 
CEQA threshold of significance, and we are establishing ambitious VMT reduction 
targets of our own, so it makes sense to me that the target should be reduced VMT 
per capita, not just holding steady. 
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4. Under "Convenient Access to Destinations," I understand the desire to pragmatically 
differentiate between urbanized and non-urbanized areas. However, I think it will be 
difficult to viably assess whether a carpool is meaningfully "available" in non-
urbanized areas. I think the fact that the targets for this area top out at 80% of the 
population provides adequate accommodation for the non-urbanized areas. Even if 
all 80% had to live in urbanized areas to achieve this target, that would only require 
a relatively slight increase in the proportion of today's Humboldt County population 
that lives in urbanized areas. Therefore, I'd recommend removing the distinction 
between urbanized and non-urbanized areas in this target. 

5. Under "Invest in Complete Streets," target (i), I'd like to clarify that the 10% increase 
applies to permanent projects as well as pop-up or temporary projects. I would also 
recommend that we establish an additional higher target - perhaps 25% - for a few 
years later. 

6. Under "Invest in Complete Streets," target (ii), I'd like to clarify that the specified 
funding sources apply exclusively to active transportation and transit. As we've seen 
over and over, the mere eligibility of active transportation and transit for funds does 
not guarantee any actual funding. 

7. I think it's important for us to add specific targets for reducing GHGs from local 
freight/commercial/retail transportation. I think they could largely mirror the state's 
recently established truck electrification targets. However, I'd also like to see some 
targets around commercial mode shift, particularly for applications like local delivery. 
Many shipping companies have used modes like e-bike, trikes, mini-e-trucks, etc., 
for deliveries in some urban areas for years, and we should explore the possibilities 
for those kinds of things here. 

I'm happy to discuss any of this with you any time. Again, thanks! 
Colin 

1/22/21 GHG 
performanc
e targets 

From: Jerome Carman  
Date: Fri, Jan 22, 2021 at 9:46 AM 
Subject: Re: Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Draft: climate/GHG targets 
To: Oona Smith oona.smith@hcaog      Cc: Beth Burks beth.burks@hcaog 
 
Hi Oona, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the draft performance targets 
for the RTP update. I applaud HCAOG's decision to include these targets. 
 
If you have any questions regarding my comments please don't hesitate to reach out. 
 
Best, 
Jerome 
-- 
Jerome Carman 
Owner, Principal Analyst | Environmental Indicator Accounting Services 
 
 

 (Attached letter is reproduced below) 
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2/2/21 GHG From: Elaine Astrue 
Date: Tue, Feb 2, 2021 at 11:02 PM 
Subject: Re: Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Draft: climate/GHG targets 
To: Oona Smith  
 
A lot of good work here... 
 
Good to see that we plan to build from Caltrans' work on measuring VMT. After 
surveying the RTPs of Sonoma, Butte, Monterey, and SLO counties, this seemed like 
the best approach. When we get to this point, it would be worthwhile to consult with 
SLOCOG on their algorithm for assessing how local projects might impact VMT. Maybe 
it can be adapted for Humboldt. 
 
I still believe that local transportation-related fuel sales is unreliable as a measure of 
VMT. In our first Ad Hoc meeting, we talked about how this metric really captures vehicle 
fuel efficiency and vehicle electrification trends. We might still want to look at fuel sales 
for a non-VMT reason, like GHG emissions from motorized vehicles. But then I think it 
should go in a different category. Here's what's behind my thinking. 
 
Recently Next 10 released the 2020 Green Innovation Index, which reports California 
GHG actuals vs. targets for 2018 (the latest year available). The key finding on 
transportation-related fuel consumption: 
 
While the amount of transportation fuel consumed in 2018 was similar to levels from ten 
and fifteen years prior, emissions from transportation fuel in 2018 were 3.3 percent lower 
and 8.3 percent lower than 2008 and 2003, respectively. This is the result of policies 
promoting cleaner vehicle fuels and advanced clean vehicle standards. 
 
In other words, across CA transportation fuel sales held steady (flat) for 15 years while 
associated GHG emissions fell as Californians switched over to electric vehicles (the 
Nissan Leaf and Tesla Model S) or cleaner fossil fuel vehicles (the Toyota Prius). While 
the lower GHG emissions are a step in the right direction, the overall picture is not a 
good one for VMT. That's because the only way that total fuel sales can be flat while 
efficiency increases is if there are more and more vehicles of all kinds on the road. So 
overall VMT has gone up. It might be hard to quantify how much, but a good guess 
would be our collective VMT has gone up +8.3% from 2003 to 2018. 
 
The RTP has 20-year time horizon, so let's look at what will happen to the graph over 
time. As the shift toward vehicle electrification accelerates our fuel sales line will start 
tilting downward year over year. With population growth, as the number of vehicles on 
the road (and their VMT) continue to climb, the fuel sales graph will look like we're 
making great progress! Over time, as more EVs are sold, fuel sales will actually diverge 
from VMT. It will become less accurate than it is today. 
 
More cars on the road driving more miles is a serious limiting factor for mode shift. It 
makes roads much more hazardous for bikes and peds, and we have seen big upticks in 
serious/fatal crashes during this time period. Do we really need mode shift as much as 
we need EVs? Yes. (see attached slide). 
 
It's not simple, measuring VMT, and we're all new at it. I think we should cast a wide net 
early on, looking for metrics that reflect real progress in our collective behavior. Some 
examples: 

https://www.next10.org/publications/2020-gii
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• Tire-related chemicals in stream runoff - Humboldt Baykeeper is starting to 
measure them, I think. 

• A ratio between the number of light vehicles registered to residents of Humboldt 
County vs. the number of households, or the number of licensed drivers we 
have. This data is available from the DMV. 

• <your ideas here> 

Thanks for listening! 
Elaine Astrue 

2/2/21 GHG 
target 
monitoring 

Caltrans District 1 
From: Tucker, Kevin A@DOT 
Date: Fri, Feb 12, 2021 at 8:50 AM 
Subject: RE: Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Draft: climate/GHG targets 
To: Oona Smith  
 
Some thoughts from Alexis. It will be good to coordinate with Caltrans when gathering 
data. 
• With regards to destination data, we’ve had trouble with this in the CAT Plans. 

People for Bikes use Open Street Map for destination types except jobs. I recently 
looked at what is available through Open Street Map, and a lot of data are missing. 
Destinations have been something the TAG is very keen on using, so I think it is 
worth pursuing, but at this time I’m not aware of a data source that captures 
everything of interest. 

• I’m not sure how bike/ped collisions will be tracked for underserved communities 
other than the demographics of the location of the collision. As far as I know 
(could be wrong), race and income are not collected on SWITRS reports. 

  Kevin Tucker 
Planning North Chief, District 1, Eureka 
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) 

3/4/21 
TAC 
meeting 
comments 

GM goal Mike Foget, City of Blue Lake: This is a question: will “rail” in the Goods Movement goal 
still be applicable (with NCRA mission changing to trails and dissolving)?  
Netra Khatri, City of Arcata: We don’t know what will happen in the future, so we 
should not omit it. 

 TT goal Leslie Sanders, Trinidad Rancheria: The Tribal Transpn goal refers to NCTTC’s mission, 
and doesn’t reflect HCAOG actions like the other goals. HCAOG does support NCTTC in 
its goals, so the language in the goal could reflect that (“HCAOG supports the NCTTC 
mission to….”). 

 obj 
 
 
GCC 

Hank Seeman, County of Hum: Re Economic Vitality objective – Ask local E.D. 
practitioners to suggest specific econ development objectives that are currently 
relevant for transportation.   
Questions the usefulness of “crisis” in GCC title.  Suggests that the goal include 
adaptation and mitigation.  [Oona Smith asked if adapting and mitigating could be 
objectives and not goals in and of themselves.] New wording could say something to 
the effect that the goal is that transportation supports reducing GHG emissions. 

 GCC Jesse Robertson, Caltrans D1: Could replace “crisis” with “threat.” 
 overall 

goal 
 
GM 

Colin Fisk: Goal is agnostic regarding modes; supports all modes equally, to let people 
make their own choices. Goal should be explicit that we want to support, prioritize 
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equity 
projects 
 

active transportation and deprioritize single-occupancy vehicles, especially to achieve 
climate targets. 
-- include intra-county goods movement.  
-- Glad equity was mentioned; put explicitly in goals. 
-- RTP should reflect thinking at every step how projects in RTP correlate with goals. 

3/4/21 GCC From: Colin Fiske  
Date: Thu, Mar 4, 2021 at 3:11 PM 
Subject: Crisis 
To: oona smith  
 
I forgot to say this in my TAC comment, but please keep the word "crisis" in the Global 
Climate Crisis element title. I know you recognize this, but it IS a crisis, and not calling 
it that won't make it any less so. 

3/16/21 GCC From: Colin, CRTP 

Date: Tue, Mar 16, 2021  
Subject: Action Alert: Support Strong Climate & Transportation Goals 
To:  oona smith@hcaog 

 
Action Alert: 

We Need Ambitious Reductions in 
 Greenhouse Gases and Miles Driven 

 
Dear Oona, 
 
Every four years, the Humboldt County Association of Governments (HCAOG) updates 
the county's Regional Transportation Plan. The Plan is a 20-year vision for the county's 
transportation system, and it carries a lot of weight - most projects aren't eligible for 
funding if they're not included. 
 
In preparation for the Plan update later this year, an HCAOG committee has been 
meeting to develop specific goals for mode shift and greenhouse gas reduction. CRTP 
and other advocates and community members have participated in this process, and the 
result is a proposed set of ambitious but achievable targets for reducing vehicle miles 
traveled and climate-harming emissions, increasing active transportation and transit, 
electrifying vehicles, improving land use practices, and increasing safety. 
 
This Thursday at 4 p.m., the entire HCAOG Board of Directors will weigh in on the 
targets for the first time. It's critical for them to know that the public supports the 
inclusion of these strong targets in the Plan. You can call into the meeting following the 
instructions here. The Agenda Item is 7.b. Tell the Board: 

• We are facing a climate crisis and a transportation safety crisis. 

• Strong targets are needed to meet the challenges we face, and the committee 
has done a good job of developing those targets. 

• Goals are useless if we don't try to meet them. The Plan update should only 
include projects that help us meet these targets. 

• Climate, safety and equity should be the organizing principles of the Regional 
Transportation Plan. 

If you can't make it to Thursday's meeting, you can submit comments anytime before the 
meeting by email. Just click here and make your comments in your own words. 
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Thanks for taking action. Stay safe and healthy! 
-Colin & the CRTP Team 
Copyright © 2021 Coalition for Responsible Transportation Priorities, All rights reserved.  

3/16/21 
 
[3.18 
board 
mtg] 

GHG 
targets 
 

Humboldt Baykeeper 
From: Jennifer Kalt  
Date: Tue, Mar 16, 2021  
Subject: Comment on 3/18/21 Board Agenda Item 7.b 
 
Greetings, 
 
I am writing on behalf of Humboldt Baykeeper in support of setting strong targets for 
reducing vehicle miles travelled and greenhouse gas emissions in the Regional 
Transportation Plan.  
 
Our region is facing twice the rate of sea level rise as the rest of the state, and it is 
critical that we do our part to slow the rate of climate change and sea level rise.  
 
The proposed targets and performance measures will further these goals, and will 
increase active transportation, public safety, and promote projects that benefit the entire 
community and the environment. 
 
Climate, safety and equity should be the organizing principles of the Regional 
Transportation Plan. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Jennifer Kalt, Director 
Humboldt Baykeeper 
Office: Arcata  

3/16/21 
 
[3.18 
board 
mtg] 

GHG 
targets 
 

From: Carol Mone  
Date: Tue, Mar 16, 2021  
Subject: Comment on Board Agenda Item 7b 
 
The Regional Transportation plan appears to have well-articulated strong performance 
measures and targets. But we also need realistic ways to meet these targets. The plan update 
could be narrowed to include only projects that move us toward meeting the targets. My 
personal concerns, as a walker, are primarily about safety. I walk for health and to decrease my 
carbon footprint. The plan update cannot overlook the climate crisis or the alarming increase in 
pedestrian deaths and injuries, particularly in Eureka. I am very excited about a better bicycle 
and pedestrian network. I am also very excited about reducing vehicle miles traveled by car and 
truck, but alternatives that take into consideration the comfort and convenience of travelers, 
have not been forthcoming. In order for people to actually use public transportation, it needs to 
be regularly scheduled at convenient times, including evenings. It is neither comfortable nor 
convenient to find that one has to stay overnight in Eureka because the last bus just left and it is 
not even dark yet. It is extremely important for the rural populace to have transportation 
alternatives to cars and trucks, gasoline-powered, hybrid or electric. Moer consistent and 
regular bus service could also decrease incidences of folks driving under the influence of 
substances or cell phones. 
Carol Moné 
Trinidad resident [for 35 years] 

3/16/21 GHG 
targets 

From: Robin Baker  
Date: Tue, Mar 16, 2021 at 1:23 PM 
Subject: Comment on 3/18/21 Board Agenda Item 7.b 
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[3.18 
board 
mtg] 

Dear HCAOG,  
 
I am writing to express my support for the bold targets laid out in the Regional 
Transportation Plan update referenced in Agenda Item 7.b.  
 
We can all agree that we are facing a climate crisis that requires immediate collective 
action. The strong targets set in the RTP are essential for meeting our climate 
challenges and the committee has done a great job developing these targets.  
 
It is essential that we strive to meet these goals and that we hold climate, safety and 
equity as the core principles of all projects moving forward.  
 
These targets will not only improve bicycle and pedestrian safety and contribute to 
solving the climate crisis, they will also have near-term health benefits. By increasing 
active transportation, we can reduce rates of obesity and health impacts related to 
obesity such as diabetes, hypertension and cardiovascular disease. Through this work, 
we will add to quality of life and extend the life expectancy of Humboldt County 
residents.  
 
Thank you for your time and attention to this urgent matter.  
 
With thanks,  
Robin Baker 
Medical Social Worker 
Certified in Climate Change and Health, Yale School of Public Health 

5/7/21  From: Colin Fiske 
Date: Fri, May 7, 2021 at 12:38 PM 
Subject: RTP Input 
To: Oona Smith 
 
Hi Oona, 
 
After giving it more thought, I have some ideas/suggestions for the RTP update. I 
apologize for the length of this. I hope it's helpful and not overwhelming! 
 
The first thing has to do with the structure of the elements. As they are currently 
structured, it's hard to connect each of the GHG/VMT targets with the policies that 
support it, and then to connect the policies with the projects meant to implement them. 
The project lists in particular seem very disconnected from the rest of the document. It's 
also somewhat difficult to see how the VMT/GHG targets fit in with the 
"Goals/Objectives/Policies" framework. 
 
My suggestion would be something like this: break the elements into sections, each 
organized around one of the identified objectives. Within each objective, identify all the 
relevant GHG/VMT targets, then the policies that support that target, then the projects 
which implement those policies. I think this would create a much more intuitive planning 
flow, and make it easier to see when objectives, targets, policies and/or projects are out 
of alignment. 
 
I'd also like to suggest some additional policies to implement some of the VMT/GHG 
targets. These are not set in stone by any means, just ideas for you to consider. My 
hope is that the RTP will provide clear direction to HCAOG to ensure progress toward 
the VMT/GHG targets. 
• Invest in Complete Streets target area 
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o Proposed policy: In 2022, HCAOG will adopt a schedule of regional 
discretionary funding apportionment for the years 2023-2028 that ensures 
increasing proportional investment in active transportation. 

o Proposed policy: HCAOG will work with member jurisdictions to develop 
proposals for new local and/or regional funding sources for active transportation 
and transit. HCAOG will assist jurisdictions in the process of securing such 
funding, including seeking approval from voters if required. 

• Active Transportation Education target area 
o Proposed policy: HCAOG will develop a program for larger employers and 

landlords that provides best practices and leverages economies of scale to 
promote and incentivize multimodal travel among employees and tenants. 

• Percent Mode Shift/Reduce VMT target areas 
o Proposed policy: Following completion of the low-traffic-stress and connectivity 

analysis of the bike and pedestrian network, HCAOG will work with Caltrans 
and member jurisdictions to create prioritized plans and identify funding sources 
to eliminate obstacles and close network gaps. These plans will be incorporated 
into future RTP updates. 

o Proposed policy: HCAOG will work with HTA and AMRTS to identify routing, 
scheduling, ticketing, or other changes which would maximize ridership while 
preserving mobility for transit-dependent populations, and help identify and 
secure funding sources for these changes. 

• Percent of Zero-Emission School Buses & Public Fleet Vehicles target area 
o Proposed policy: HCAOG will request annual data on zero emission vehicle 

fleet conversion from member jurisdictions and other regional agencies. 
HCAOG will offer guidance to agencies which are not making progress toward 
adopted fleet conversion targets. 

• Zero-Emission Vehicle Infrastructure target area 
o Proposed policy: HCAOG will partner with the Redwood Coast Energy Authority 

and member jurisdictions to identify ideal EV charging station locations for 
meeting the adopted target. 

o Proposed policy: HCAOG will develop a regional plan for funding and installing 
EV charging stations to meet the adopted target. This plan will be incorporated 
into future RTP updates. 

• Efficiency & Practicality in Locating New Housing/Convenient Access to Destinations 
target areas 
o Proposed policy: HCAOG will work with member jurisdictions to identify any 

General Plan and zoning code amendments which could support efforts to meet 
adopted greenhouse gas, VMT, mode shift, traffic safety, and zero emission 
vehicle targets. 

o Proposed policy: HCAOG will review proposed development projects in 
member jurisdictions and provide feedback on the projects' impacts on regional 
efforts to meet adopted greenhouse gas, VMT, mode shift, traffic safety, and 
zero emission vehicle targets. 

• Vision Zero target area 
o Proposed policy: HCAOG will work with Caltrans and member jurisdictions to 

identify locations and road segments with high concentrations of fatal and 
serious injury collisions, as well as areas at high risk of future serious collisions, 
and develop recommended safety interventions. To the extent feasible, these 
interventions will utilize techniques which allow for rapid implementation to 
prevent additional deaths. 
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Thanks for considering all this. I'd be happy to discuss any time. 
-- 
Colin Fiske (he/him) 
Executive Director 
Coalition for Responsible Transportation Priorities 

5/27/21 public 
transit 

CALTRANS District 1 
From: ROBERTSON, JESSE GRAHAM@DOT  
Date: Thu, May 27, 2021 at 11:10 AM 
Subject: 2021 RTP Update - Public Transportation Element 
To: oona.smith @ hcaog 
 
Caltrans has the following input on the Public Transportation Element: 
  
1. Greyhound bus schedule is not integrated into the local transit system, which limits 
opportunities to make transfers. For example, Greyhound buses leave Oakland at 9 pm 
and arrive in Arcata at 3:45 am. Local transfers using public transportation are not 
available at this arrival time. 
  
2. Downtown Eureka is a major transit origin/destination for the Redwood Transit 
System (RTS), Southern Humboldt Intercity (SHI), Eureka Transit System (ETS), 
Greyhound and Amtrak buses.  Transit service is constrained here due to the absence 
of a transit hub.  Major transit destinations in the region need to be identified, and 
dedicated transfer facilities constructed for seamless transfers (in all weather), ticketing 
and information dissemination to travelers. 
  
3. KTNeT transit service for Willow Creek and communities north along HWY 96 has not 
been operational due to financial and logistical reasons. 
  
4. Greater coordination between tribal transit systems and transit agencies in Humboldt 
County would be helpful to ensure these transit systems better complement each other. 
  
5. We emphasize the need to undertake origin/destination analyses, rider surveys, first 
last mile analyses, audit the transit infrastructure (missing bus stops, bus shelters, transit 
centers, information booths etc.). 
  
6. The bicycle and pedestrian network on local streets should be improved to 
complement the transit network. Bike racks on buses, bike parking at transit stops, links 
to transit stops and centers (bike lanes, sidewalks, trails and widened shoulders) all help 
to make transit more accessible and convenient to riders and potential riders. 
  
7. Since the number of riders who use transit decreases with distance to the bus stop, 
we recommend making a commitment to increasing transit coverage across Humboldt 
County using Mobility on Demand, Micro transit and other innovative means to widen the 
potential ridership. 
  
8. Clearly identify and understand the areas of the County with transit dependent 
populations, based on income, vehicle ownership, the elderly, the disabled, etc. 
  
9. In addition to fixed routes, explore options for demand responsive transit services that 
fulfill a community’s need for medical, grocery, school, recreational and other travel 
needs. Providing charter buses for events, festivals, etc., in Humboldt County may 
substantially improve the quality of life. 
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10. We recommend that the feasibility of vanpools or commuter express buses be 
considered within the McKinleyville/Fortuna/ Eureka corridor in conjunction with 
employer incentives (bus passes) to ride these buses. 
  
11. We suggest setting a target to increase transit ridership for areas in close proximity 
(within a 1/4 mile walk or a 3 mile bike ride) to bus stops as a performance measure. 
  
We are still working on the Complete Streets project table, the Complete Streets 
Element, and we may have some additional comments for the Commuter Trails Element. 
If you have the time for a conversation today or tomorrow, I can let you know what the 
issues are that we are trying to resolve and possibly provide an early idea of the 
comments that we are likely to make. Otherwise, we will work to get the remainder of our 
comments to you in  time for the TAC meeting. 
  
Jesse Robertson 
Transportation Planning 
Caltrans District 1 

6/2/21 trails, 
complete 
streets,   
SST table, 
public 
transit 

CALTRANS District 1 
From: ROBERTSON, JESSE GRAHAM@DOT  
Date: Wed, Jun 2, 2021 at 5:53 PM 
Subject: Caltrans Comments on Administrative Draft Elements of the 2021 HCAOG RTP 
Update 
To: Oona Smith <oona.smith@hcaog 
Cc: Jackman, Rex A@DOT, Ahlstrand, Tatiana L@DOT, Rymer-Burnett, Saskia@DOT  
 
Oona, 
 
Caltrans’ initial comments on the HCAOG Administrative Draft 2021 RTP 
Update are attached. Unfortunately I do not have the requested update of the 
project list from the 2017 RTP update. We will continue to work on that. Feel 
free to contact us for further assistance with the project list. 
 
Also attached is the adopted alignment of US Bike Route 95 with the County of 
Humboldt’s jurisdiction, which was passed by a resolution of the Board of 
Supervisors in March of this year. This series of maps is not recommended for 
public viewing/displays, but it can be prepared into a county-wide map for the 
purpose of comparing alignments with the Pacific Coast Bike Route. 
 
Feel free to follow up with questions or for further assistance. 
 
Jesse Robertson 
Transportation Planning 
Caltrans District 1 
 
(Attached letter is reproduced below) 
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Jesse Robertson, Caltrans District 1 letter,  page 1 of 4 
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Jesse Robertson, Caltrans District 1 letter,  page 2 of 4 
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Jesse Robertson, Caltrans District 1 letter,  page 3 of 4 
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6/28/21 car 
emissions 
(GCC)  

From: Cathy ChandlerKlein  
Date: Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 6:32 PM 
Subject: idling cars 
To: oona.smith@hcaog.net  
 
I am emailing you about idling cars. I really noticed it on my way home today 
because there is a lot of road construction from Grants Pass to 20 miles south of 
Crescent City. I was probably stopped about 10 times for varying lengths. There 
were long long lines of cars waiting indeterminate times (some up to 45 minutes). 
Many many left their engines idling the whole time. Drove me crazy. 
 
The idea I wondered about was if CalTrans could post an electronic board with 
estimated wait times and the request to turn off your car. My son mentioned that 
when he takes the ferry to Seattle, they do that at the car loading ramp. They do 
not request but tell people to not leave their cars idling. 
[forwarded to Caltrans 8/3/21] 

7/13/21 street 
ROWs, 
EV 
infrastructur
e, 
telecommute 

RCEA Community Advisory Committee (Redwood Coast Energy Authority) 

 Jerome C. – Could the RTP work towards repurposing current right-of-ways to 
promote multi-modal use, for instance when jurisdictions are reviewing or 
implementing development projects or changing zoning?  

 Larry G. – An effective way to decrease GHG emissions (from work commutes) is 
to promote telecommuting.  The plan should promote telecommuting and 
countywide broadband access.  Monitoring… 

 Colin F. – Be cautious with telecommuting because another trend is that people 
move farther away, like to rural countryside, and their other daily trips can result 
in overall more VMT. 

 Pam H. – Is this too much to do all at once?  
 Dennis  – We need more EV workforce development…for more jobs repairing EV 

cars, working on electrical grid, charging stations, etc.  
 Luna  – The eastern county has much less EV infrastructure and need it to 

support long trips, especially along Highway 96 between Willow Creek and Yreka.  

Draft Minutes from RCEA: The group discussed whether the plan could impact how 
existing streets can be repurposed to promote multi-modal transportation when 
jurisdictions undertake development projects or change zoning. The group discussed 
which agency should encourage telecommuting, whether telecommuting reduces 
VMT and the issue’s connection to economic and regional broadband development. 
Members expressed the need for EV workforce development, mobile battery 
charger roadside service, and additional EV infrastructure in Eastern Humboldt, 
especially along Highway 96 between Willow Creek and Yreka. Staff described 
RCEA’s EV workforce development efforts and the five existing EV charging stations 
along Highway 96. 
 

7/20/21  From: Colin Fiske  
Date: Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 11:41 AM 
Subject: Re: RTP Input Questions 
To: oona.smith@hcaog.net 
 
It sounds like I should perhaps limit my comments at this juncture to high-level input, 
since details are likely to change before the final public draft. A lot of what I had to 
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say is in my email dated 5/7, so I won't repeat any of that. (Basically, I'd like to see 
some more specific/detailed policies to support some of the targets. I think there's 
been significant progress on that, even since I sent that email, so thanks!) Taking a 
look at the current drafts, here are a few more general CRTP comments to consider, 
in no particular order: 
• We strongly support structuring the RTP around the new GHG/VMT/safety targets. 

Thanks for the strong start on that! 
• CRTP believes that all the jurisdictions should assess their projects against the 

GHG/VMT/safety targets, and those that do not contribute substantially to 
meeting them should not be prioritized for funding. Moreover, projects which have 
the potential to make it more difficult to meet targets should be removed from the 
plan altogether. 

• The Harbor District, the County and Caltrans should assess their freight projects 
against the GHG/VMT/safety reduction targets as well. 

• The performance measures for each element don't always align with the new 
GHG/VMT/safety targets and performance measures. I think it would make sense 
to remove the old performance measures and replace them with the new ones 
associated with the new targets, as relevant to each element. 

• We strongly support the inclusion of the new Equity element, and encourage 
HCAOG to center equity in all of its work, particularly as it transitions to focus on 
the new VMT/GHG/safety targets. 

• We strongly support the inclusion of the new Transportation & Land Use element 
and encourage HCAOG to continue to engage more actively in local land use 
planning. 

• In some places in the current draft elements, the GHG/VMT/safety targets are 
listed in their complete, quantitative form. In other places, they are described only 
in qualitative terms. For consistency and clarity, we would recommend including 
the quantitative targets wherever they are mentioned. 

• Since on-demand services are being highlighted in the Transit element for the 
first time, it would be good to specify that such services should be publicly 
operated or contracted so that they can be designed to complement fixed-route 
transit and reduce VMT/GHGs as much as possible. 

Thanks, Oona! 
Colin  

9/1/21 aviation From: William Wickman 
Date: Wed, Sep 1, 2021 at 9:00 AM 
Subject: Aviation System element review 
To: Oona Smith <oona.smith@hcaog 
 
Hi Oona, 
 
I’ve further reviewed the Aviation System Element as we had discussed. My 
conclusions remain the same. This document would far better serve its purpose 
without the inclusion of most of the “tables” of data pertaining to the airports in 
Humboldt County. The “data” is deeply flawed information. Continued 
dissemination of this information contributes to the continuation of the problems 
at our airports. I’ll provide some examples. 
 
Page 6-7, “Table Aviation 1. Public Use Airports in Humboldt County" 
 
FOT Rohnerville airport is shown as having 3 aircraft based and average 
operations of 68 per day. As of actual count last Saturday there were 29 aircraft 
based at FOT. The best estimate from users is that 15 operations per day would 
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be maximum. The table on page 6-13-14. Table Aviation-4, Aviation Forecast for 
Based Aircraft, 2010-2025 also contradicts this information showing 38-41 
aircraft based at FOT. 
 
Also on page 6-13, "Table Aviation-3. “Forecast Airport Activity for Humboldt 
County 2017-2039” shows FOT with 27,500 annual operations for an average of 
75 daily. 
 
"Table Aviation-5. Aviation Forecast for Annual Operations 2010-2025 page 6-
14-15 again contradicts this information showing between 29,370 and 34,600 
annual operations. All this is pure speculation. 
 
The title “Facility Needs” beginning on page 6-22 comes from the Airport land 
Use Compatibility Plan for ACV. This is another case of somebody filling in the 
blanks. Some of these things are needed, some things have been completed 
and some….etc, etc. Garberville’s runway was resurfaced two years ago as an 
example. 
 
On page 6-25 “Table Aviation-6. Airport Enhancement Needs to Upgrade to 
Minimum Standards” from CalTrans is ridiculous. I site as one example the first 
listing which is runway 32-14 at ACV. Caltrans lists the minimum “acceptable” 
length as 7000’. Over the years this runway has been “acceptable” for United 
Airlines, PSA, AirWest, Alaska Airlines, American Airlines, Avelo airlines and 
others. As an example Orange County John Wayne Airport handles about 17 
million passengers a year from about seven major airlines flying to destinations 
across this nation from a single runway that’s 300’ shorter with more obstructions 
and noise problems than the runway at ACV.  The estimate that it would cost 
only 1.1 million dollars to extend the runway 1000’ is laughable, even if that in 
itself would not cause a lot of operational problems. There are many, many other 
inconsistencies and errors in this table. 
 
As one final example in the “Action Plan: Proposed Projects” , “Table Aviation-7. 
Regional Airport Capitol Improvement Plan (CIP) and Planning Projects” the 
references to constructing the ARFF building at ACV. These were completed a 
year ago. I could go on but again much of this is pure speculation based on out 
dated, incomplete and incorrect information. 
 
My suggestion is that these tables of “data” not be included in this document. To 
include them would be to prolong and further institutionalize the problem. 
Misinformation is far worse than no information. 
 
If you’re interested in “opinions” pertaining to the problems of our airports I’d be 
happy to chat anytime. Below I’ll attach my aviation resume that’s on file with the 
county. 
Thank you Oona, 
Bill Wickman 

9/2/21 Introduction, 
planning 
assumptions  

From: Rymer-Burnett, Saskia@DOT  
Date: Thu, Sep 2, 2021 at 7:34 AM 
Subject: Caltrans comments on 2021 RTP Update Intro/Administrative chapter draft 
Hello, 
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Please see attached a copy of our comments for the 2021 RTP Update draft 

Intro/Administrative chapter that was attached to the 9/2/21  HCAOG TAC 

packet.  We have some questions, and recommendations for revisions to 

include in the chapter, particularly relating to some of the planning 

assumptions. For a vote, we would approve moving forward with the chapter 

subject to including the recommended revisions.   
  
Thank you, 
 Saskia Rymer Burnett 
Transportation Planning 
Caltrans District 1 – Eureka 

 
Draft 2021 RTP Intro-Administrative Chapter Comments for HCAOG: 

Where will the 2017 Vroom Humboldt County Profile narrative be in this document?  

Page 1-1:  

• Climate Change.  In discussing the shift to renewables, it could be better to refer to zero 

emission vehicles, ZE, as well as electric vehicles (EVs) as the technology evolves.   

• Safety and Health.   In addition to bike/ped fatalities discussion, this section could identify 

other relevant safety issues, (emergency evacuation planning, other?). 

Pages 1-2, 1-3:  

• Safe & Sustainable Transportation Targets. Reformat the bulleted list to improve legibility. 

• Under Planning Assumptions:  Planning assumptions should include a broader range of 

planning topics to strengthen this section.  

o Travel Mode.  This section should identify more transportation mode options, particularly 

air and marine (river, lake, coastal). Innovations to make these modes zero or reduced 

emission could change travel patterns. In this sentence, the qualifier “stubbornly” seems 

unnecessary and is effective as, “Car trips remain the predominant mode of 

transportation…” Why this is so could be useful to identify (large rural county, dispersed 

communities). Include more on pedestrian facilities/trails/walkable communities to 

balance the emphasis on bike facilities.  

o Planning Requirements. We are not clear what is meant by this planning requirements 

section - planning/ transportation legislation?  Are there additional “requirements” other 

than climate considerations, GHG reduction strategies, and VMT reduction targets?  

o Energy & Fuel Sources.  Include the term zero emission as well as electric for vehicles and 

charging infrastructure. Hydrogen could become increasingly common, especially for 

transit. Delete the gas powered (ICE) vehicle comment.   

o Technology.  Expand the scope of this technology discussion.  The sentence, “people 

with mobile devices will enjoy greater transportation options and conveniences than 

people without mobile devices” cuts short and limits the technology and transportation 

discussion. Other technology areas include Transportation Management Systems (ITS, 

changeable message signs, traffic monitoring stations to assist with emergency response 

times, etc.), solar-powered callboxes in remote areas, broadband, touchless pedestrian 

pushbuttons, bike/ped data systems (modeling, GIS), sustainable and other freight 

options (autonomous vehicles, drones), ZE charging infrastructure, transit innovations 

(route planning, payment systems), etc.   

o Extreme Weather.  Include increasing temperature/heat, and future infrastructure 

planning needs, as well as repair and maintenance, to round out the discussion. 

• Page 1-6:  

o Under Goals, Equitable & Sustainable Use of Resources: add “access” here.   

o Related Plans: include references to Caltrans state Active Transportation Plan (ATP). The 

draft ATPs for District 1 counties (Humboldt) are to be adopted this year.  
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• The vision for VROOM is to reduce pollution, promote housing in walkable neighborhoods near 

transit, and build out a complete network of bike and pedestrian paths for a healthy lifestyle.  

Identify how the vision addresses residents’ needs and could be implemented in smaller rural 

communities, such as Shelter Cove, Petrolia, Weitchpec, and goals or policies (Area/other 

Plans), ie, for trails and bike/pedestrian connectivity within the community to shops, 

destinations, hubs etc.   

9/13/21 transit 
(Amtrak, HFC 
in Redding); 
McKinleyville 
bike/ped and 
transit;  
Humboldt 
Bay Tram 

From: Dwight Winegar  
Date: Mon, Sep 13, 2021 at 8:43 PM 
Subject: Questions / Comments today for HCAOG (2021-09-13M) 
To: <oona.smith@hcaog 
 
1) On “Regional Transit” - Will we see a system (protocols) like the Oregon POINT 
(interagency and partner carriers sharing one vehicle in collaboration) to replace the 
current AMTRAK Thruway system (protocols = MUST connect with a train to use 
regardless distance) for the North Coast?  Would HCAOG have a say in changing 
this current system to allow such Motorcoaches for the public to say .. get on at the 
new HSU AMTRAK stop and ride to … Garberville? - or an Arcata rider to get off at 
something like Laytonville or Willits and collaborate with Greyhound so that it’s a joint 
effort and shared revenues (as POINT does)?    
 
2) With the latest news of HTA potentially getting more powerful Fuel Cell busses and 
12 in order to have a Hydrogen Fuel Cell Facility will Shasta COG / RTPA also be 
looking into such an arrangement in Redding, and then working together for a JTPA 
to operate a straight-through bus over 299?  We know they were talking about 
Electric Busses over there but have not heard any news since the pandemic.  Of 
course those electric busses were mainly aimed at I-5 to Sacramento since the 
legislators would not consider a North State Train (like the Capital Corridor, or San 
Joaquins).  But that plan also included a hub for Thruway connections from Redding 
in each direction.  
 
3) Group Presentations, Discussion and Input:    
Would HCAOG be interested in working with LeAnn S. (AMRTS) and Gregg Pratt 
(HTA) to do a roundtable with all the drivers / staff for observations, input and 
learning more about HCAOG.  See what the “front-liners” have as input to share.    
 
4) Another Group that I belong to that might be interested in our local Granges, 
starting with Dows Prairie Grange / Humboldt (Hill) “501” Grange as the lead.  Same 
person Kathy Moley has the Zoom equipment for both, and has been a civic leader 
connecting with McKinleyville  Chamber as well.  Dows Prairie expressed interest in 
the past about RTS service for Does Prairie Residents offering to help get a shelter 
and pull-out at Grange Road.    
 
5) Speaking of McKinleyville … Collin with the Transportation Coalition helped get 
word out about the Zoom Meeting tonight and we’ve had concerns about 
McKinleyville including the bicycle / pedestrian interface from Valley West area to at 
least McKinleyville Civic Center.  We hope to hear continued follow up about the 
safety  and awareness of the connection from Wymore Drive to Central Ave. (and 
maybe even for Equestrians in that picture across the Mad River).   Then there is 
Transit in McKinleyville … 
 
The layout of Transportation in McKinleyville had been a challenge ever since it 
became developed and continues.   “Big Bus” Transit has never seemed like a 
satisfactory solution, except as a “Mainline” connection, and even then the route was 
“bent” as best as possible to serve the greatest coverage area by a through 40-
footer.   But what keeps coming up over and over for at least the last 2 decades or 
more has been something smaller on an on-demand basis.   Today we now have 
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vehicles like the Ford Transit vans.  It would seem like Ford may be soon producing 
those as electric ZEV’s too.   Something small that’s going to be a ZEV and can take 
residential streets on something of a circular route but flexes from being  completely 
“Fixed” route and covers a general route on-demand.  At peak hours this might even 
include going over to Fieldbrook to bring people over to connect.  
 
Such a concept using McKinleyville as the pilot project might also hold potential for 
other rural areas such as SoHum, or even the Trinity Valley (East County).  I noticed 
Supervisor Steve Madrone on the Zoom conference tonight and I know he’s 
interested in this too.  
 
6) Has anyone brought up in a while my idea for the “Humboldt Bay Tram”?   That 
goes back a ways to when there was discussion about what to do with the NCRA 
trackage and the discussion of a passenger train, excursion train, or even Light 
Rail.  The last term gets close, but up until now that has always meant overhead 
wiring or else heavy rail vehicles like SMART went with.  I think the day is here NOW 
for us to look at the idea of a passenger traction system that Europe calls a “Tram” 
that would be essential busses on rail that are NOW ZEV electric and even the Fuel 
Cell idea hold potential. I had started talking with Dr. Tom Jackson about this before 
the pandemic when the idea of Cal Poly was first coming up.  The potential of ideas 
and ways to make this now a study concept are becoming more practical and 
realistic, including plans of the Biden Administration, and the obvious massive work 
that will be entailed creating the North State Trail and the full Bay Trail plan.  I have a 
lot to say about this which was to be a white paper, but my time has been consumed 
with work (employment) and have not had a chance to get back to 
it.  Where?  Aldergrove to Alton essentially and hits key locations on this whole urban 
corridor we have.  I also point out in my comments as they get written how this also 
links with Economic Development and evolving planning trends on transit corridors 
rather than focused on freeways.    
 
 Thanks. 
- Dwight Winegar 

9/26/21  From: Dwight Winegar 
Date: Sun, Sep 26, 2021 at 1:04 PM 
Subject: Re: Questions / Comments today for HCAOG (2021-09-13M) 
To: Oona Smith <hcaog 
 
There’s something else that came up here this week too, and it seems like certain 
groups may have cohesion amongst themselves but not necessarily getting involved 
with anything outside their group - and that would be the topic of EQUESTRIANS.   
 
Being a Grange member, living here long enough when the slogan in McKinleyville 
“Where Horses have the Right of Way” meant something, and still living where 
there are horses nearby… I was at the feed store this week buying grain for the 
chickens and the talk on the deck was about horses, including where the various 
stables are nearby.  My mind started picturing where the various stables and all the 
horses are relative to where they go for exercise and exploration.    
 
Key Question:  “Is there an EQUESTRIAN ELEMENT” in the RTP - or some section on 
Planning that is focused on Equestrian travel and Safety?”   
 
When I think of the stables down on Wymore Road just north of Valley West there’s 
not much place to go without risks of “safety”.   Ideally it might be to the Mad River 
IF there were ever to be built a river trail (which I’ve seen somewhere over the years 
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on an LRTP) linking up with the Hammond Trail.  One “could” cross with their house 
over that controversial Mello Bicyclist Trail Bridge (off the northbound shoulder) for 
bikes and pedestrians to safely cross the Mad River, but even so where to from 
there?  Up the high speed Central Ave. on the shoulder which narrows to minimal 
space going over Azalea Hill to join the hodge-podge Central Ave. sidewalk trail?     
 
Then there are the horses surrounding Mad River Hospital, or some up Heindon 
Road (again if there were river access up there at the north end …)  AND a number 
of them quietly tucked back down the length of 27th Ave. in Arcata off of 
Alliance.   Where do the girls who own these horses go with them?  Surprisingly they 
have sometimes been seen walking them in a complete loop over Janes / Heindon 
Roads t0 West End Road, - possibly to the Arcata Forest Trail there, or continuing 
around on Spear Ave. and back to those boarding locations.  I know there is almost 
daily equestrian use of the Arcata Community Forest Trail from the West End 
trailhead, often with trailers being driven there, but some are still coming from the 
neighborhood once and a while, and coming down Spear from Alliance or Janes 
Road would still be safer than coming from the Valley West area.    
 
What I’ve mentioned is just ONE portion of the County and there are plenty of others, 
but just here alone there are plenty of concerns I just mentioned over Safety and 
Equiable Access that it paints a picture for the larger scope of elsewhere in the county as 
well.    
 
- Dwight 
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================================================================================ 

VROOM 2022-2042 – Formal public comment period: Oct. 22 to Nov. 21, 2021 

Comments on Full Public Draft  
(listed chronologically) 

 
date 
rec’d 

issue/ 
element 

Comment on VROOM 2022-2042 Full Draft (released 10/22/21) 

11/2/21 active 
transpor-
tation, 
separated 
lanes 

From: Kris 
Date: Tue, Nov 2, 2021 at 5:09 PM 
Subject: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To: oona.smith@hcaog.net 
 
Thank you for the work in planning for the future transportation priorities for Humboldt 
County. My family and I live in Arcata, and appreciate the opportunity you have to help 
guide transportation priorities in the county.  
 
I liked the emphasis in the plan on the bike routes and the work on the CCT, but I urge 
you to consider what more could be done to make active transportation safe and 
available and part of the culture of Humboldt County. I believe that means more 
separated lanes for cyclists and pedestrian traffic wherever possible, and to vastly 
prioritize that work over any projects which will increase vehicle speeds, miles driven, 
or proximity to pedestrians.  
 
While the work on the CCT is important and I hope to use it to its full extent one day, 
what I believe is more important is ensuring safe, separated bike and pedestrian lanes 
connect people from their home to their work. Nobody should be injured or killed by a 
vehicle walking or riding a bike in our county, ever - and if that is the goal then more 
ambitious plans might be needed.  
 
Thank you! 
 
Kris 

11/2 SST targets From: Robert Eckart  
Date: Tue, Nov 2, 2021 at 8:38 PM 
Subject: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To: <oona.smith@hcaog.net> 
 
Dear HCAOG: 
 
Thank you for the efforts on current review and update of the Regional Transport Plan. 
Please pay attention to all the targets in the Safe and Sustainable Transport segment. 
We need those which are really attainable. Humboldt County can lead the way, and you 
are in the wheelhouse. 
 
Thank you for taking this letter under advisement. 
 
Robert Eckart 
Arcata, CA 

11/3 rail-
banking, 
multi-
modal 
trails; 
excursion 
rails 

From: Peter Albert 
Date: Wed, Nov 3, 2021 at 9:23 AM 
Subject: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To: <oona.smith@hcaog.net> 
 
I am happy to be able to review the draft updates to the Humboldt County RTP, and I 
especially appreciate the multi-modal promise of key corridors that were formerly active 
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date 
rec’d 

issue/ 
element 

Comment on VROOM 2022-2042 Full Draft (released 10/22/21) 

railroads. The concept of rail-banking while developing pedestrian and bicycle trails is 
laudably forward-thinking: it's natural that as the Humboldt County cities grow and infill 
development addresses housing needs, the pressures on Highway 101 will also grow.  
 
I see the future ability to move people and goods along the rail right-of-way, particularly 
between the "core" between Scotia and Arcata, as key to ensuring sustainable livability 
and equitable mobility. This helps defer or put off indefinitely the widening and grade 
separation of the highway itself, which would otherwise have a devastating effect on the 
neighborhoods, farmlands, forests and air quality of the area. 
 
I also imagine a new focus on the connections between Willits and this core as SMART 
extends its reach from Cloverdale, and as clean-fuel locomotive rail cars offer more 
sustainable and agile options to ride the rails on winding corridors.  
 
It all might seem too far-out in the future to be of concern, but a similarly-sized city 
(Burlington, VT) has managed to protect its inactive railway corridors and now stands to 
gain rail passenger access once again after thirty+ years of inactivity. Trains are once 
again proposed to connect Burlington to New York and Montreal. The distances and 
connections (allowing access without the environmental degradation of highway 
expansion and increased auto traffic) are not unlike the potential that multi-modal 
trails/rails have for the Bay Area and Eureka. 
 
I've always seen similarities between the cities of Burlington and Eureka: and the 
general success of the "Queen City" of Vermont in reinventing and diversifying its 
economy, harnessing the academic brainpower of its universities and colleges, and 
drawing on its natural beauty and relative isolation to attract a robust visitor economy, 
and preserving the integrity of its spectacular natural surroundings all seems to be 
valuable "lesson" examples for Humboldt County. 
 
Sincerely, 
Peter Albert 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
From: Peter Albert  
Date: Wed, Nov 3, 2021 at 2:08 PM 
Subject: Re: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To: Oona Smith <oona.smith@hcaog.net> 
 
Thanks, Oona! 
 
I’m curious about how much the Timber Heritage Association has been connected to 
the RTP update. That group has certainly been trying to make use of the rails for 
passenger/recreational purposes, with excursion runs around Loleta and Samoa. 
 
They’re certainly not operating yet on the scale of the Skunk Train or Roaring Camp, 
but the THA has inspired enthusiasm for envisioning some more like these systems. 
 
Even closer to home than Burlington VT is the Coast Futura, the excursion rail runs in 
and around Santa Cruz. I think all these examples are compelling not necessarily 
because they’re about heavy-duty goods movement or regularly-scheduled workhorse 
passenger systems, but because they’re fun...and they highlight the heritage and 
beauty of their setting. 
 
I feel too often that the “fun” aspects of transportation don’t get taken seriously in 
transportation planning, and yet with the value of tourism in Humboldt County, I’d think 
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date 
rec’d 

issue/ 
element 

Comment on VROOM 2022-2042 Full Draft (released 10/22/21) 

a focus on visitor transportation and recreational services (not unlike the little water 
taxi) would be worth considering in the planning efforts. 
 
Sincerely, 
Peter Albert 

11/3/21  From: Janet Gilbert 
Date: Wed, Nov 3, 2021 at 8:11 PM 
Subject: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To: oona.smith@ hcaog.net 

Dear Humboldt County Association of Governments, Regarding your proposed 
Transportation Commission, RTP 
 
I greatly appreciate your RTP Update safety plans, walkability, electric charging plans, 
transit usage increased ridership. Your plan certainly is attempting improvement in 
safety and addresses Climate Change and our needs to cut out carbon emissions and 
change how we move about.  Please try to analyze and test all your proposed ideas as 
to meeting your hoped for targets. Let’s hope we can accomplish “greening” our 
transportation systems and reducing our carbon footprint while also improving safety. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Gilbert 

11/4/21 SST From: Elaine Weinreb 
Date: Thu, Nov 4, 2021 at 10:14 AM 
Subject: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To: oona.smith@hcaog.net 
 
Safe & Sustainable Targets is an excellent idea.  I support the following: 

• Reducing bike & pedestrian deaths to zero. 

• Reducing vehicle miles driven by 25% by 2030. 

• Doubling transit trips by 2025, and doubling them again by 2030. 

• Putting electric vehicle charging stations practically everywhere. 

• Ensuring new housing is walkable and transit-oriented. 
Please evaluate proposed projects in the RTP  to make sure they move towards these 
goals. 
 
Elaine Weinreb 

11/5/21 SST Letter from Coalition for Responsible Transportation Priorities, Humboldt Baykeeper, 
Environmental Protection Information Center , Northcoast Environmental Center  
(see reproduced letter below this table) 

11/5/21 SST From: Molly Cate 
Date: Fri, Nov 5, 2021 at 9:28 AM 
Subject: Transportation Targets 
To: beth.burks @ hcaog 
 
I commend HCAOG for championing Safe and Sustainable Transportation targets in 
our region. I write today to ask that these stated goals be funded and fulfilled. 
These critical new targets include: 

• Reducing bike & pedestrian deaths to zero. 
• Reducing vehicle miles driven by 25% by 2030. 
• Doubling transit trips by 2025, and doubling them again by 2030. 
• Putting electric vehicle charging stations practically everywhere. 
• Ensuring new housing is walkable and transit-oriented. 
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date 
rec’d 

issue/ 
element 

Comment on VROOM 2022-2042 Full Draft (released 10/22/21) 

Thanks for holding a vision for greater safety and reduced vehicle use! 
 
Molly Cate 
Fortuna 

11/5/21 SST, 
climate 
action 
plans 

From: Nancy Ihara 
Date: Fri, Nov 5, 2021 at 4:30 PM 
Subject: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To: Oona Smith @hcaog.net 
 
I am impressed with the Safe and Sustainable Transportation targets. At a recent 
meeting of a 350 Humboldt subcommittee on the CAP Colin commented that the RTP 
targets are more ambitious than the CAP's. Also mentioned at this meeting was the 
thought that RCEA should dedicate a staff person to work on the CAP with whomever 
is eventually selected to administer the CAP-if the jurisdictions adopt it. If this occurs 
perhaps there should be a dedicated staff person to assist with the CAP from HCAOG. 

Nancy 
11/8/21 climate 

change, 
vision 
zero, align 
projects + 
performan
ce 
measures 
with SST 

From: Robin Baker 
Date: Mon, Nov 8, 2021 at 2:36 PM 
Subject: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To: <oona.smith @ hcaog 
 
Dear Ms. Burks and Mr. Johnson:  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft 2021 update of the Regional 
Transportation Plan (RTP). This plan is essential to preparing our region for the 
impacts of climate change and for mitigating those impacts. Additionally, it is 
imperative that we make our community one in which no pedestrians or cyclists are 
killed by cars. 
 
With this in mind, I would like to encourage HCAOG to consider the 
recommendations submitted by CRTP, NEC, EPIC and Humboldt Baykeeper which 
I have reiterated below.  
 
Thank you for your attention to this important process.  
 
With gratitude, 
Robin Baker 
McKinleyville Resident 
 
It is critically important that the projects and performance measures included in 
each element of the RTP update be aligned with the new Safe and Sustainable 
Transportation Targets (SSTs). Without such alignment, it is unlikely that the SSTs 
will be met. Meeting the SSTs is a critical component of any serious attempt to 
address the climate crisis and the road safety crisis. The RTP’s Overall Objective is 
to “Program all transportation funds based on multi-modal transportation goals and 
objectives, and needs and priorities as established in the Regional Transportation 
Plan” (p.1-2). However, current project lists and performance measures do not 
clearly align with the SSTs. 
 
For example, Tables Streets-4, Streets-5 and Transit-2 include space for each 
proposed project to indicate its alignment with some of the SSTs, but few projects 
in Tables Streets-4 and Streets-5 are actually assessed. Furthermore, for those 
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which have been assessed, their alignment with the SSTs is self-attested by the 
agency proposing them, which can call into question the objectivity of the 
assessment. Other project tables in the RTP update, including Tables Goods-3 and 
Aviation-4, do not even include this self-assessment of alignment with the SSTs. All 
projects included in the RTP update should be assessed by HCAOG (not the 
project proponent) against the SSTs. Those which significantly help the region 
meet the SSTs should be prioritized, and those which make it more difficult to meet 
the SSTs should be removed from the RTP altogether. Similarly, performance 
measures included in several elements of the RTP update (see for example Tables 
Streets-6, Transit-3, Goods-4, and Aviation-5) do not directly align with the SSTs, 
and in some cases run contrary to them. For example, Table Streets-6 includes 
performance measures related to congestion reduction, which the RTP update 
elsewhere explains is an outdated practice which works contrary to the goals of 
mode shift and VMT reduction (pp.7-11 to 7-12). We understand that certain 
performance measures may be mandated by state or federal rules. However, to the 
greatest extent possible, we urge HCAOG to replace the performance measures in 
each element with the SSTs or at least align them more closely.  

11/8/21 Trinidad 
Area Access 
Improveme
nt Project 

Letter from J. Bryce Kenny on behalf of Humboldt Alliance for Responsible Planning 
(HARP)  
(see reproduced letter below this table) 

11/9/21 SST, 
evaluate 
projects 

From: Holly Quinn  
Date: Tue, Nov 9, 2021 at 12:36 PM 
Subject: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To:  oona.smith @ hcaog 
 
Dear HCAOG, 
 
I appreciate the work you have done for the Safe and Sustainable targets. 
 
Please evaluate all of the projects in the plan to make sure all they will actually 
meet those targets. 
 
Please make sure that projects that could encourage more driving or make 
streets more dangerous are not included. 
 
Regards, 
Holly Quinn 

11/14/21 targets; 
evaluate 
projects 

From: Cathy ChandlerKlein  
Date: Sun, Nov 14, 2021 at 7:01 PM 
Subject: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To: oona.smith@hcaog 
 
As part of 350Humboldt, I want to thank HCOAG for the Safe and Sustainable 
Transportation Plan. It is excellent. We are writing to encourage HCOAG to 
evaluate projects as they unfold to make sure they meet the targets. Thank you 
again for HCOAG's work in this important arena.  

11/14/21 targets;  
evaluate 
projects 

From: Emily Siegel LCSW 
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Date: Sun, Nov 14, 2021 at 7:19 PM 
Subject: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To: <oona.smith @ hcaog 
 
Thank you very much for putting together the Safe ad Sustainable Transportation 
Targets.  I am impressed with the critical targets that have been included especially 
big increases i transit trips and electric vehicle charging stations and ensuring new 
housing is walkable and transit-oriented. 
 
I’m writing to encourage you to evaluate all of the projects in the plan to make suer 
they will actually meet the targets in the plan.   Please make sure that projects that 
encourage more driving or make streets more dangerous are not included.  It is so 
very important to me that these new targets are met.  — Emily Siegel LCSW 

11/14/21 targets;  
evaluate 
projects 

From: Daniel Chandler  
Date: Sun, Nov 14, 2021 at 7:58 PM 
Subject: Comments on 2021 RTP Update 
To: <oona.smith@hcaog 
 
Thank you very much for adopting these transportation targets: 

• Reducing bike & pedestrian deaths to zero. 
• Reducing vehicle miles driven by 25% by 2030. 
• Doubling transit trips by 2025, and doubling them again by 2030. 
• Putting electric vehicle charging stations practically everywhere. 
• Ensuring new housing is walkable and transit-oriented. 

Please evaluate all new projects to make sure they fit in with achieving these goals. 
 
Thanks, 
Dan Chandler 
350 Humboldt Steering Committee  

11/14/21 various Humboldt Trails Council 
(see reproduced letter below this table) 

11/15/21 trees, 
landscapin
g 

From: Michele McKeegan  
Date: Mon, Nov 15, 2021 at 11:12 AM 
Subject: HCAOG Regional Transportation Plan - 2021 Update 
To: <debbie.egger@hcaog> Cc: Beth Burks  
 
As the co-founder and continuing member of Keep Eureka Beautiful, I would like to 
submit the following comments on the HCAOG Regional Transportation Plan - 2021 
Update on behalf of Keep Eureka Beautiful. 
 
After reading the entirety of the Plan I am concerned about the omission of 
landscaping and trees as a critical element of any transportation plan.  Here are the 
areas where they are most conspicuously absent: 

• pg 2-3 shows a diagram of a tree-lined street to demonstrate how speed 
changes drivers’ perception of the road but makes no allusion to trees. 
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• pg 2-6 summarizes public concerns about roads and services and doesn’t even 
mention beautification or the lack of landscaping and trees, which have 
always been a major concern that I’ve heard voiced in public forums. 

• Section 3, Global Climate Crisis has no mention of trees and greenery, essential 
elements of dealing with climate change. 

• Section 7, Complete Streets and Connected Communities has a diagram on pg 
7-4 showing a “complete street” with  a green belt on each side and there is a 
passing mention of landscaping later as part of an ideal Main Street. But the 
only place that beautification is mentioned is in a listing of current Eureka 
street projects.  No mention of trees, despite the fact that the report uses a 
tree symbol to indicate “safe and sustainable “ objectives, none of which are 
tree planting. 

 
There is considerable discussion throughout the report about motivating more 
pedestrian and bicycle activity but no mention of greenery as one of the things that 
walkers and bicyclers want. 
 
I am very discouraged about the near-total lack of attention to trees and landscaping 
in a document laying out a plan for our county’s roads and hope there will be some 
revisions to this document.  
 
Toward a greener world, 
Michele McKeegan 

11/17/21 project 
and equity 
criteria 

Elaine Astrue 
(see reproduced letter below this table) 

11/19/21 Trinidad 
Area Access 
Improveme
nt Project 

Bruce Kenny 
(see reproduced letter below this table) 
 

11/20/21 port, rail From: John Hoeflich 
Date: Sat, Nov 20, 2021 at 10:43 AM 
Subject: Humboldt Regional Transportation Plan Update 
To: beth.burks@hcaog 
 
Ms. Beth Burks 
HCAOG Executive Director 
 
Dear Ms. Burke: 
 
Thank you for the copies of the RTPs. 
 
I don’t agree with the conclusions of the Port of Eureka Study that states it is too 
small for container ships. Humboldt Bay has more room than Ports of San Diego, 
California and Montreal, Quebec. The main impediment is the bridge from Eureka. Is 

it high enough?  
Regarding the rail section of the RTP; private investment should be permitted to 
repair the railroad and work in conjunction with Port Development. When the North 
Coast Railroad was privately owned, $millions was spent to keep it in a state of good 
repair and operating. 
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Best Regards, 

John Hoeflich 
  Comments received after November 21, 2021 

11/23/21 various, 
health and 
climate 
action 

From: Wendy Ring  
Date: Tue, Nov 23, 2021 at 6:53 PM 
Subject: Comment on RTP 
To: beth.burks@hcaog, mjohnson@ci.fortuna 
Cc: oona.smith@hcaog,stephen.luther@hcaog 
 
Comment on Regional Transportation Plan Update draft 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan 
Update. 

As a health professional, I applaud the high priority given to health and climate 
action and strongly support the Safe and Sustainable Transportation Targets. The 

public input described in Chapter 2, with active transportation infrastructure ranking 
higher than fixing our county's rundown roads and bridges, makes it clear that the 
public places a high priority on reducing greenhouse gas emissions from 
transportation by investing in transit and safe walking and biking. 

With transportation being Humboldt's biggest source of greenhouse gas emissions, 
HCAOG has a major role to play in our current climate crisis. While this draft really 
moves the needle in terms of ambition, there is a troubling disconnect between 
stated goals and actual plans. The inconsistency is understandable. That's the way 
it's always been done. Jurisdictions don't have the resources to have sustainable 

transportation experts on staff.  Civil engineers are historically not that enthused 
about public input. However, we are in the biggest war that humanity has ever 
fought and we can't win with each town mounting its own independent army. 

It's way too late for a laissez faire approach to cutting transportation emissions. We 
need a truly regional approach with HCAOG becoming a centralized source of 
expertise, resources, and advocacy for the region, which also steers to keep action in 
line with strategy. Gearing up for this task should be an important element of the 
RTP because without it, VROOM will just be spinning its wheels.  Not investing 

resources here will just lead to more wasted funds and opportunities.  

Chapter 6 Land Use Transportation 

I strongly support the policies in this section but they are so important that the plan 
should be more specific about what HCAOG will actually do to integrate 
transportation into land use decisions. 

Chapter 7 Complete Streets 

HCAOG will not be able to meet its goals unless it sets priorities and allocates 
resources accordingly. While the plan sets forth a rubric for Mode Shift, VMT, Access 

and Vision Zero, it is troubling that Humboldt County, Eureka, Rio Dell and Fortuna 

all left it blank. All projects must be evaluated impartially and ranked by HCAOG 
staff with a numeric scoring system that allocates points instead of check boxes, for 
how well or poorly each project would contribute to achieving the RTP's goals. Only 
projects consistent with the goals and objectives should be listed in the plan.   

The metrics in the Safe and Sustainable Transportation Targets should be used for 
performance measures. LOS has been replaced by VMT as the appropriate metric for 
vehicle travel in CA. Delay and congestion should be removed. 

Chapter 8 Trails 
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Not all trails are commuter trails, as the title of this chapter suggests. Given the 
climate crisis and the strong public preference for climate action and getting places, 
trails that should take priority are those which enable people to safely walk and bike 
on trips where they would otherwise drive. “Commuter” also implies trips to work, 
but the majority of trips in the county are not to workplaces. 

A better distinction is between transportation and recreation. Trails used for 
transportation connect residential areas with schools, commercial centers, parks, 
and other residential areas. Trails used for recreation, which are often reached by 
car, do nothing to reduce VMT or help people get where they need to go. The RTP 

should lay out a strategy for promoting trails which reduce VMT. Are they intra town 
trails that increase active short trips for more people, or inter town trails that 
decrease longer car commutes for fewer people? If we don't know, how do we find 
out? 

Chapter 9 Public Transportation 

In addition to decreasing headway and increasing bus stops, eliminating fares is a 
proven method of increasing ridership. Elimination of fares is more effective than 
targeted vouchers and has been shown to save time and money while increasing 
ridership as much as 60-70%. The head of Sonoma County's transit agency told me 
that public response to limited fare-free days was not a good predictor of what 
happened when many towns in the county went fare-free every day.   

Eliminating fares is one of the most powerful things HCAOG can do to promote 
transportation equity. It removes cost as a barrier to accessing employment, 

education, and services; and increases the money low income households can spend 
on other necessities. Investing in free transit is particularly important for young 
people because it can create lifetime transit riders. 

The 10% farebox requirement does not have to be a deal breaker. Communities 

have voted to tax themselves for free and improved transit. Corvallis OR added a 
surcharge to utility bills, Olympia WA voted to increase local taxes, Sebastopol used 
General Funds. HCAOG should also join with other counties in advocating for bills in 
the legislature that promote free transit. 

One big barrier to EV adoption is the paucity of fast DC charging for long distance 
trips. This is especially true in rural Northern CA. EV owners driving out of Humboldt 
are reliant on a small number of chargers for which there will be increasing 

competition. I recently had to turn back from an EV trip to Santa Rosa when my 
phone app said the chargers at Benbow were out of service. The RTP should include 
expansion and improvement of long range transit from Humboldt to major cities to 
the north and south as an alternative to driving and air travel. This would also 
provide a way for the expanded number HSU students to come without bringing their 
cars. 

Chapter 10 Aviation 

While air access is important, its contribution to climate change cannot be ignored. 
Other than the future impact of sea level rise at Murray Field, VROOM gives this 
topic short shrift. The supply of carbon neutral aviation fuel over the next 2 decades 
will not be sufficient for air travel to continue at its current volume without burning 

fossil fuel. The decreased cost and more frequent flights celebrated in this chapter 
mean increased greenhouse gas emissions, not only for flights originating from our 
airport, but from the connecting flights as well, since it is very unlikely that one 
would fly to an air hub and then transfer to a long range bus or train. We must 
accept that business as usual cannot continue and that increased air travel is not an 
appropriate goal. 
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80% of plane trips are taken for leisure purposes and the bulk of aviation emissions 
belong to a small percentage of wealthy individuals. The very least we can do is 
charge an airport use-fee that could be applied to fund projects to reduce local 
greenhouse gas emissions elsewhere in the community. I also question whether 
Humboldt County should spend $22 million of public money on small airports which 
are only used by a very small number of pilots and businesses. Does this use of 

funds promote equity? The plan should include an evaluation of the need for each 
airport and how spending public money advances the RTP's priority objectives and 
Safe and Sustainable Transportation Targets. 

Chapter 12 Funding 

Fees from parking, from large employers for transportation demand management 
and funds from the federal infrastructure bill should all be included. Even though it is 
not required, I would very much like to see a sub-section on health savings and 

other local economic benefits included in this chapter, since their magnitude is not 
generally appreciated and can help to sell the community and policymakers on 
investing more in transit and bike/ped infrastructure. CDPH has an online tool called 
ITHIM for modeling the health impacts of regional and county transportation policies. 

Humboldt is not included in the model, but I have used Napa County as a surrogate 
in the past since it has similar population size and mode split. It is possible to load 
Humboldt data into the model but that is beyond my abilities. 

Thanks for the chance to share my thoughts. I hope you find them helpful.  

Sincerely, 
Wendy Ring MD, MPH 

11/29/21 sustainabil
ity targets Environmental Indicator Accounting Services 

PO Box 540, Arcata, CA 95518 | 707-273-3955 | jerome@eiaservices.net 
 
To:  Humboldt County Association of Governments 
From: Katy Gurin, Senior Analyst, Jerome Qiriazi, Principal Analyst,  
CC:  Michael Richardson, Connor McGuigan,  Aisha Cissna,  
Subject: Feedback on the 2021 Draft Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Update Safe and 

Sustainable Transportation Targets  
 
Environmental Indicator Accounting Services (EIAS) applauds HCAOG for developing Safe and 
Sustainable Transportation Targets in the 2021 draft RTP update. We are very supportive of 
efforts by HCAOG to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from transportation; as you know, 
transportation, particularly the passenger vehicle sector, is the leading source of GHG 
emissions in the County. 
 
In support of the draft Humboldt County Regional Climate Action Plan, EIAS has performed 
modeling to show how Humboldt County can achieve a 40% GHG reduction below 1990 levels 
by 2030 per California’s SB 32 Global Warming Solutions Act. We include insights from this 
modeling to suggest the scale of efforts needed. We support targets that exceed our modeling 
results whenever possible. 

 
Comments related to all targets 
We overwhelmingly support all measures and targets. Our comments in the following sections 
are focused on specific measures and targets for which we hope to provide additional insights, 
context, and/or suggestions for improvement. 
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There are numerous targets that specify percentage reductions. However, it isn’t clear what 
baseline these percent reductions are referring to. We recommend referencing specific 
baselines that can be used to assess the success of percentage-based targets. 
Page 1 of 10 

 
Reduce GHG Emissions in Air District, Target I: Reduce onroad transportation-related fossil 
fuel consumption in Humboldt County 
We suggest establishing numerical targets for this objective if feasible. We recommend targets 
that are at least as high as those presented in the following table . Our recommended targets 
consider state modeling results and currently available zero emission vehicle technology for 
both on-road and off-road sectors. Note we have not suggested a diesel reduction target in 
2040 as zero emission technology options for medium and heavy duty on-road as well as 
offroad vehicles are still quite limited. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Percent Mode Shift, Target II: Double transit trips by 2025, and again by 2030, and again by 
2040 
According to the Humboldt County General Plan EIR, the transit mode share in Humboldt 
County for 2010-2014 was approximately 1%, with the largest transit mode share occurring in 
Eureka (2%). According to the current Humboldt County Transit Development Plan the transit 
mode share for work commuting was 1.7% with the largest percentage occurring in the 
Redway / Sheltercove region (7.9%). Assuming that these numbers are still representative of 
current travel patterns, this target translates into a 1% - 4% transit mode share by 2025, 2% - 
8% by 2030, and 4% - 16% by 2040, for all trips and work trips respectively. 
 
To achieve SB32 targets, our modeling assumes 10% of the population will use a transit pass 
for work commuting, with an assumed 20% offset in annual commute VMT per pass for one-
way commute distances of 24 miles or less (we focus on VMT rather than trips because VMT is 
more easily translated into GHG emissions) resulting in an estimated 1% reduction in total 
annual VMT. 

Page 2 of 10 
We estimate that this translates into 0.4%  - 2% of trips converted to transit mode  share  by 

2030, for all trips and work trips1  respectively. Therefore, we believe this target exceeds our 
modeling recommendations, which we fully support. 
 
We want to point out that our modeling assumes  transit passes are associated with fixed-
route transit systems only. We believe that public transit agencies will begin to operate other 
mobility options for the general public beyond fixed route, such  as on-demand systems for all 
riders (rather than to just qualified riders such  as the Dial-A-Ride service). Because  the first 
target in the Percent Mode Shift measure distinguishes between micro-mobility and transit, we 
find the word “transit” in this target to be slightly ambiguous. We recommend clarifying if this 
target includes other modes of public transit. 
 
Percent Mode Shift, Target III: Complete a Low-Traffic- Stress and  connectivity analysis 
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It is not clear to us why  a countywide analysis is delayed to 2026. It is our assumption that 
constraining the geographic scope of this analysis would not significantly impact the cost and 
time needed to conduct the analysis. Please consider completing a countywide analysis by 
2023/24. Another option could be to request a quote for both geographic areas  in the RFP 
announced for this analysis, and choosing a countywide analysis if responses confirm this 
assumption. 
 
Reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) by Car, Target I: Reduce VMT  per  capita by at least 
25% by 2030, and  40% by 2050 (VMT includes zero-emission trips) 
Our modeling suggests that achieving VMT  reductions at this scale will be challenging (albeit 

necessary). We predict a conservative2  12% reduction in VMT  from 2015  levels by 2030  from 
the combined impact of 20 different actions (see attached table in appendix) spanning design 
of new  development 
to expansion of multiple mode  shift programs and associated infrastructure. As we developed 
our model, we struggled to find peer-reviewed methods that 
 
1 Assuming 17% of all trips are associated with commuting to work. 
2 We rely heavily on CAPCOA methodology. See Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures at 
http://www.capcoa.org/documents/ 

page 3 
 
allowed for relatively large shifts in VMT  from land-use planning and integrated transportation 
measures relevant to the County.3 
 
In light of this, to help  increase the success  of achieving this target, we recommend that 
HCAOG form a technical advisory committee that focuses on developing regionally specific 
analyses and recommendations for actions that can be undertaken to achieve this VMT  
reduction target. We recommend that this committee be retained as a standing committee for 
the foreseeable future. 
 
We also look forward to the results from additional modeling to be performed 
by HCAOG  as part of the upcoming REAP grant, which we hope  may yield more encouraging 
insights into strategies for achieving this important target. 
 
Zero Emission Vehicle Infrastructure, Target III: EV Charging Infrastructure  
We recommend changing the name of the Target to “ZEV Fueling Infrastructure” given that 
both electric and hydrogen targets have been aggregated under the same target. Or, we 
recommend creating two separate targets for the measure, one for EV charging and one for 
hydrogen fueling. 
 
We suggest that goals for EV charging infrastructure be, at the very  least, consistent with state 
on-road ZEV fleet deployment. Modeling by CARB, performed as part of the April 2021  draft of 
the mobile source strategy, predicts that 28% of California’s on-road fleet will be ZEV or PHEV  
by 2030. Electrification in CARB’s model is accelerated by EO N-79-20, which disallows ICE 
vehicle registrations past  2035. For comparison, for the County to achieve SB32  targets we 
estimate a 31% on-road ZEV adoption rate in Humboldt by 2030  (16,518 light duty vehicles, 
based  on counts from the 2015  GHG inventory). The target in the RCEA’s RePower Humboldt 
Plan is higher still at 22,000 vehicles, or ~40% of on-road light duty vehicles in the County. 
 
Furthermore, the use of parking spaces  as a metric for EV charging infrastructure is 
understandable. However, we don’t believe the total quantity of parking spaces  in the County 
can be directly correlated with the total 

http://www.capcoa.org/documents/
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3 For example, Tayarani et al., 2018  (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trd.2018.05.010) indicate that a 40% 

reduction in GHGs by 2040  may be achievable through land use and transportation planning. However, 
this analysis relies heavily on infill strategies in very urbanized areas with projected 52% increase in 
population and 46% increase in employment which we do not feel is comparable to Humboldt County. 
Page 4 of 10 
 
quantity of public chargers needed to efficiently support the adoption of electric vehicles. In 
discussions with colleagues, “back-of-the-envelope” estimates of the number of parking spaces  

that exist in Humboldt County suggest on the order of 105.  Therefore a 25% target would 
suggest at least 25,000 chargers, likely more, which we believe far exceeds  actual 
requirements. 
 
Therefore, we suggest that HCAOG adopt a target number of Electric Vehicle Charging Stations 

(EVCS)4 based on state modeling results. State model results estimate the number of plugs 
needed. Because  one plug represents one parking space which aligns with the California 
Building Code definition of EVCS, state modeling results can be directly correlated with EVCSs. 
Furthermore, it may be possible to allow charging in the right of way for houses  that rely on 
on-street parking5. For these reasons, we encourage a target number of EVCSs rather than 
parking spaces. 
 
For the reasons discussed above,  for light duty vehicle charging infrastructure targets, we 

recommend using the California Energy Commission’s AB2127 Commission Report6, Table C-10 
to estimate a target number of EVCSs for 2025 (assuming ZEV adoption for the County will be 
consistent with state planning). For the 2050  target, we recommend changing this to a 2030  
target given that detailed state modeling results at the county level currently do not project 
out to 2050. In addition, because the electric vehicle industry is still very  nacent and changing 
quickly, thirty-year projections are likely to be extremely speculative. We recommend using 
Table C-15 in the Commission Report for the 2030 target. 
 
It is important to note that the targets in the Commission Report referenced above  are 
developed specifically for light duty EV adoption, and does not account for medium and heavy  
duty (MD/HD) EV charging infrastructure needs.   

 
4 As defined by the California Building Code,  an Electric Vehicle Charging Station (EVCS)  consists of the 
Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE)  and the parking space served by the EVSE. Therefore, this 
definition is technology agnostic and directly correlates with both the number of parking spaces and state 
modeling results. 
5 For example, Seattle offers a low-cost method for safe level 1 charging in the right of way:  
https://www.atlasevhub.com/resource/electric-vehicle-charging-cord-guidance-for- crossing-the-public-
right-of-way/ 
6 https://www.energy.ca.gov/programs-and-topics/programs/electric-vehicle-charging- infrastructure-
assessment-ab-2127 

Page 5 of 10 
 
Therefore, we recommend explicitly stating that the target number of EVCSs recommended 
above is for light duty vehicles. 
 
We also recommend developing targets for EVCSs for MD/HD vehicle classes in addition to the 
hydrogen fueling target already included for MD/HD vehicle classes. Battery-electric transit 
buses,  refuse trucks, city delivery trucks, and other types of heavy-duty BEVs are becoming 
economically favorable in certain applications. The Commission Report referenced above  also 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trd.2018.05.010
https://www.atlasevhub.com/resource/electric-vehicle-charging-cord-guidance-for-crossing-the-public-right-of-way/
https://www.atlasevhub.com/resource/electric-vehicle-charging-cord-guidance-for-crossing-the-public-right-of-way/
https://www.atlasevhub.com/resource/electric-vehicle-charging-cord-guidance-for-crossing-the-public-right-of-way/
http://www.energy.ca.gov/programs-and-topics/programs/electric-vehicle-charging-
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Comment on VROOM 2022-2042 Full Draft (released 10/22/21) 

estimates the charging infrastructure needed for MD/HD vehicle classes, but only provides 
results at the state level. Extrapolating statewide results from the Commission Report to 
Humboldt County, we estimate 70-250 chargers will be needed in Humboldt County by 2030  
for MD/HD vehicle classes. This aligns with our internal modeling which suggests an MD/HD 
adoption rate of ~3,800 vehicles (~28%) requiring 268  plugs for MD/HD vehicle classes in order 
for the County to achieve SB32  targets. Therefore, we recommend HCAOG adopt a separate 
additional target of 250 MD/HD EVCSs by 2030. 
Page 6 of 10 
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12/21/21 various Brad Mettam, Deputy District Director, Planning and Local Assistance. Caltrans District 1 

 
(see reproduced letter below this table) 
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Brad Mettam, Deputy District Director, Planning and Local Assistance. Caltrans District 1 
Dec 21, 2021 
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VROOM 2022-2042 – Written comments received re Final Draft (Jan. 2022) 
(listed chronologically) 

date 
rec’d 

issue/ 
element 

Comments on VROOM 2022-2042 FINAL DRAFT  
(Released for January 2022 TAC & Board meetings)) 

1/4, 
1/5, 1/6 

Trinidad 
Rancheria project 

Lucy Kostrzewa  
 

From:lucy k 
Date: Wed, Jan 5, 2022 at 10:34 AM 
Subject: Re: kostrzewa submittal for TAC meeting 1-6_22 
To: Debbie Egger @ hcaog 

 
I offer one minor correction in my cover letter.  please forward to any recipients of 
the letter.. 

 
middle of the page:        One acre was severed..........East side....1908. 

 
should correctly read      One acrfe was severed.........East side....1962, with 
freeway construction. 

 
thank you  
lucy kostrzewa 

 
See reproduced letter at the end of this table. 
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